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Semimagnetic semi-conductor solid solutions Hg1-xMnxS and Hg1-x-уMnxFeуS (the area 

of existence of which is 0 <х<0.375), received by the method of  Bridgman, own conductivity 
of n-type (concentration of electrons n~5∙1017-1018cm -3). 

Measurement of optical coefficients were performed on Nicolet 6700 spectrometer in the 
wavelength range λ = 0.9 – 26.6 microns.  

We got componential composition (х) and concentration of electrons (N) in the sample 
under study by the results of the measurements of magnetic susceptibility and the Hall effect 
of the samples from the next shim. 

Transmission spectra were transferred into spectral dependence of absorption coefficient 
α = f(λ) with the help of the formula (1) 
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So we need to measure values t and R to determine α.  
Obtained by the formula (1) dependences α = f (hν) were transferred into α2 = f (hν). 
Dependencies α2 = f (hν) are revealed in a straight-line segment which indicate direct 

allowed interband optical transitions in crystals Hg1-xMnxS, Hg1-x-yMnxFeyS at T = 300K 
(fig.1). Extrapolation of the straight-line segments of dependencies α2 = f (hν) to α2 = 0 
determined the value of the optical restricted zone ( оп

gE ) at T = 300K.  

It was determined that at Т=300К for Hg1-xMnxS (х=0,03) (n~3×1018 см-3) оп
gE =0,18еВ; 

оп
gE =0,25еВ for Hg1-x-yMnxFeyS (х=0,06) (n~2×1018см-3). 

Based on the results of the study we have built up a dependence lg α = f(lgλ). We have 
determined the index (r), 

With the help of 
the tangent of the long-
wavelength slope areas 
dependence lgα=f (lgλ), 
stipulated by the 
absorption of 
electromagnetic waves 
of free charge carriers, 
we have determined the 
exponent (r), which 
characterizes the 
dominant scattering 
mechanism (as lg 
α ~ r∙lgλ, then r ~ lg α / 
lgλ). 

The value of the 
parameter r for the investigated solid solutions is: Hg1-xMnxS (x = 0,06) - r = 2,2; Hg1-x-

yMnxFeyS (x = 0,06) - r = 2,5, corresponding to the dominance of electron scattering on polar 
optical phonons. 

  
Fig. 1. Dependence of α2 of the energy of incident electromagnetic 
radiation at T = 300K for Hg1-xMnxS, (х=0,03) (n~3×1018 см-3), Hg1-x-

yMnxFeyS(х=0,06)(n~2×1018см-3) 


